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Pint Mason Jar
Glass Candlestick
E6000 Adhesive
Sandpaper (120 grit or less)

Pint Mason Jar
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E6000 Adhesive
Sandpaper (120 grit or less)

Optional Supplies:
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Beads, Enamel Glass Paint,
Vinyl Letters, & Armor Etch
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1. Sand the bottom of the mason jar and top of candle stick. Wipe of any
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dust from the sanding.

dust from the sanding.

2. Place jar upside down on tabletop apply E6000 in circle to the bottom of
the mason jar and top of the candles stick. Let sit for a couple minutes.
3. Then place the top of the candlestick on the bottom of the jar. Let dry
upside down for 24 hours.
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the mason jar and top of the candles stick. Let sit for a couple minutes.
3. Then place the top of the candlestick on the bottom of the jar. Let dry
upside down for 24 hours.

4. Attach printable tag with jute or ribbon.

4. Attach printable tag with jute or ribbon.

5. Other options: Before step one: For etched look apply vinyl letter to jar,

5. Other options: Before step one: For etched look apply vinyl letter to jar,

cover entire jar with Armor Etch, wait 5 minutes rinse off and dry. In step

cover entire jar with Armor Etch, wait 5 minutes rinse off and dry. In step

two: Place bead on bottom center of jar before adhering candlestick. After
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step three: Use enamel paint to paint designs on to the jar and let dry.

step three: Use enamel paint to paint designs on to the jar and let dry.

Find the printable Tag at - projects.portersonline.com/2011/09/26/redneck-wine-glasses
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Just print out the tags below & attach, or insert into your
Redneck Wine Glasses when you give them to friends or family.
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Hey y’all - You don’t have to be a redneck
to enjoy this one of a kind glass, but you
do have to have a sense of humor. Each
Redneck Wine Glass is equipped with its
very own travel lid! Just fill with your
favorite beverage & enjoy the good life!
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do have to have a sense of humor. Each
Redneck Wine Glass is equipped with its
very own travel lid! Just fill with your
favorite beverage & enjoy the good life!

Care instructions: Hand wash in warm
soapy water air dry.

Care instructions: Hand wash in warm
soapy water air dry.
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